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A critical strike! Hammer forces rejoice

with what will soon be a resounding

victory over the Challenged rag-tag

band of misfits that they call a fleet.

Silverado and his gang of goonies

attempted to make a surprise

preemptive strike but were met with the

mighty cheeks of the Hammer's navy. 

The Hammer expects a swift end to the

battle and are demonstrating a

tremendous amount bravery and skill as

they surgically dismantle the enemy

assailants as the Challenged's pathetic

excuse of a bombardment which has

fallen flat upon the spaces in and

around Ganarria.

Nissan Sentra, Commodore of the

Warrior should view this as a warning for

others who decide to be bold and think

they can take on the might of the

glorious Hammer.

The following in the next column is an

interview between our news staff and

the acting Commodore, Genie on the

current state of affairs surrounding the

conflict:

Cheeks: "Commande-err Commodore

Genie, what were the keys to the

Hammer's victory?" 

Genie: "Lube - and lots of it." as he

produces a TIE grease gun from behind

the bar counter. 

Cheeks, whispering: "I'm not referring to

last night with the Twi'leks..." 
 

Genie: "Oh, I know what you were

referring to," now holding up two grease

guns. 

Solohan: "They don't call the maneuver

the 'dirty-Ewok' for nothing. I really

yubbed their nubs, if yaknowwhatimean" 

Genie: "That was you? I should have

known when I found fur all over these..." 

Cheeks: "Any advice for the next

encounter?" 

Genie: "Get lots of rest and go lube up

our fighters for the battle. Oh, and don’t

forget the blaster inspection… now take

these back to the Hangar,” as he hands

the grease guns to the pilots.  

This is an ongoing situation, and details may change quickly.

Continue to follow HaTINN for continual coverage.

Hammer pilot CPT DemWookieeCheeks holding a grease gun in

preparation for another IS4 battle.
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